Editorial
The Air We Breathe -What Can the British Consumer Expect from Government J.A. Hoskins, Leicester Governments love words, particularly printed words, and the British Government has a deep deep love. It has been said that the annual index of the published works of the UK government exceeds in volume, or shelf length, the total printed transactions from the government of a country such as Sweden. The absolute number of words is not important but there must be lots of them. Many of the Government draftsmen are lawyers who delight in obfuscation aided and abetted by their especial argot. With the support of tradition, civil servants measure their productivity in column inches, pace metrication. In the corridors of Whitehall, the pen is mightier than the sword, and not only because swords are proscribed. Words have tremendous power. They can be formed into legislation which is good, bad or simply mundane. But the bottom line for the general public is: will the words lead to action, or are they just wishful thinking and patronising statements which mollify supporters and frustrate the opposition? Are they words for their own sake or are they commands and will anything happen as a result of their printing? But that is quite enough rhetoric.
The UK government set up legislation in 1995 in the form of 'The Environment Act' which required the Secretary of State to prepare and publish a national air quality strategy for the United Kingdom. The consultative document which will lead to a final draft of this Strategy has been published [1] . The public can read what has been achieved so far to improve the air we breathe and what are the Government's hopes for the future. They can also be confused by tortuous obfuscation, despair at motherlove statements and smile at the careful way in which the things the government really doesn't want to do are hidden in the text.
We shouldn't despair. Remember the words of Professor Lawther quoted in the Oxford book of Medicine -'In the absence of a definition of pure air, pollution is diffi-cult to define' [2] . Providing pollution-free air is a dream. People pollute, only the amount varies. England is very fortunate compared to many countries. Our major cities have their problems, but these are being attacked with more or less vigour depending upon where you stand. Of course earlier administrations in this country had gone a long way down the path to cleaner air from the days of John Evylyn in the 17th century sounding off about the use of sea coal; SEA-COALE as he capitalised it for greater impact [3] . Today many countries in the world would love to be able to move to sea coal, from the lignite they currently bum, to help reduce their pollution levels. Clean Air Acts in the UK, from the local in Edinburgh and Glasgow over a hundred years ago, to the country-wide in 1965 which reduced coal burning in favour of smokeless fuels made the United Kingdom a pleasanter place in which to live. By now it is probably the majority of the population who cannot imagine the sight of street after street of houses with smoke coming from their banks of chimneys. The burning of coal today, outside of power generation, is small and centred round few areas, notably Belfast and a few coal-producing areas. If, today, away from the coalburning areas one house in a street has a solid fuel boiler or a badly adjusted oil burner, the neighbours complain. The smell pervades particularly in the temperature inversions of autumn which hold the air close to the ground instead of letting it rise up and away. Once this smell was part of the background, unnoticed and unremarked.
Commercial pressures forced change on the automobile industry to introduce catalytic converters. The motor vehicle has always been a big polluter and now its emissions are coming under control. When you drive too close behind a car that is not fitted with a catalytic converter, the smell drawn into your car is obvious. Within a few years, as the vehicle parc turns over and more and more cars are fitted with catalytic convertors, the smell of exhaust will seem as intrusive as the smell of smoke from a coal fire hanging in a damp November street.
The National Air Quality Strategy [ I ] does seem to be a document promising change. There is a lot of commonsense woven into its text and it reports successes now and improvements to come. However, there is still a long way to go and although the publication of the document is to be welcomed, the welcome has to be cautious. A proper response would be applause if, in every paragraph, it was seen to be a blueprint for progress. Unfortunately detailed examination shows that it is not. Some of the improvement will have to be dragged kicking and screaming out the womb of the mother of parliaments by the careful hands of the European midwife: 'in some cases, European legislation on pollution abatement will be the principal means of achieving UK objectives' [ 1, p 13].
The document contains some wooly thinking on several matters which is surprising since half the document is a series of largely excellent essays on individual pollutants. The authors who wrote the policy were probably not the authors who wrote the essays but they surely had access to them. Where in the whole scenario of urban pollution does 1,3-butadiene stand? How important is it? The document seems determined to tar it with the same brush used for benzene. To give the public another chemical to panic about. The word carcinogenic is bandied about too freely. 1,3-Butadiene is a secondary pollutant, not a petrol constituent and as the number of catalytic convertors increases, the little we are exposed to, a level which hovers around, but often below 1 ppb, will become vanishingly small and the name will drift back into the obscurity of the millions of other chemicals the public doesn't know the name of and hasn't been told to panic about.
There is also some confusion about the significance of airborne lead levels in relation to total urban lead levels.
The daily amount of lead absorbed by adults varies with the amount of lead in the air. The amount of lead absorbed from food and water is essentially constant. At low urban air levels (0.3 Jlg.m-3), only some 16% of the total comes from the air, while at high air levels (2.0 pg.m-3), the amount increases to nearly 60% [4] .
With the change to unleaded fuel, the largest source of airborne lead is decreasing and levels we are exposed to in our cities today can better be described by the adjective 'low' rather than 'high'. How very different from the sorry state in Thailand where, in Bangkok, up to 50% of the 5,000 traffic policemen are off work at least once a year with respiratory problems said to be from breathing the lead-filled air.
The role of ozone is confused in the document. Ozone is well known as a trans-boundary pollutant and because of this, governments are always ready to blame other countries. However, as a constituent in summer smogs it cannot all be blamed on mainland Europe. In part its origins may be from outside the region, but in part it will be local. Oxides of nitrogen, VOCs and sunlight equals ozone production. On a bright summer's day in town much of the ozone in the streets is home grown. The document should recognise this. Probably the greatest disappointment is the absence of a commitment to indoor air. Indoor air is the air most of us breathe most of the time. Its exclusion therefore leaves a significant gap. I would criticise the decision that indoor air should not be considered in this Strategy; (1) because we spend most time of our time indoors, and (2) most indoor pollution comes from outdoors. Leaving out indoor air was no accidental omission: 'Indoor air quality is not included in the scope of this strategy'. Although the document does recognise that 'The total personal exposure of an individual to an air pollutant may be significantly influenced by indoor exposure'. It then goes on to say much research is in progress in this area but surprisingly does not trumpet the results published so far, most recently the publications on indoor air from the Leicesterbased Institute for Environment and Health and the Building Research Establishment (currently under review for this journal). A strategy on indoor air is said to be in progress and its publication is promised. We must wait and see what this says.
The publication of this National Air Quality Strategy is a sign that things will happen. How much and how soon we must wait and see. There now seems to be sufficient political will to clean up our act and to do so in partnership first with Europe and then with the world. I don't know whether I should keep my fingers crossed or not. 
